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INTRODUCTION
The simple model that derives from Ricardo's Principles 0/ Political Economy
and Taxation assumes a three-class economy -w-ith landlords -w-ho o-w-n land,
-w-orkers -w-ho provide labor, and capitalists -w-ho accumulate capital (as a
-w-ages fund or in the form of fixed capital). In the simple model, diminishing
returns to labor arise due to the heterogeneity of land: as the margin of
cultivation is extended, labor is used on progressively less-fertile land, -w-hich
makes labor less productive. The rent, -w-hich is determined so that the
marginal land earns no rent, goes to landlords by virtue of their monopoly
over land o-w-nership. This model, used extensively in the literature (see, for
instance, Kaldor 1956; Pasinetti 1960; Samuelson 1959, 1988; Casarosa 1978;
Hicks and Hollander 1977) has increased our understanding of the dynamics
of gro-w-th and distribution first developed informally by Ricardo.
Davis (1993), in examining the implications of Ricardo's addition of a
chapter on machinery introduction to the third edition of the Principles, has
suggested a modification of Ricardo's original frame-w-ork in -w-hich the role
of land and labor as causes of differential productivity and rent are reversed.
According to Ricardo's machinery analysis, in the extreme case -w-hen
machinery is perfectly substitutable for labor, -w-ages cannot rise, and land
thus ceases to play an important role in the economy. Suppose, then, that just
as there are different soil fertilities, there are also different qualities of -w-orkers, -w-hich may also be ranked frolTI lTIost to least productive. Then, on
Ricardo's reasoning, inframarginal, higher-quality -w-orkers -w-ould receive
rents by virtue of their lTIonopoly o-w-nership of their skills, -w-hile the lo-w-estquality -w-orkers -w-ould find thelTIselves at the margin in the labor force
earning no rents. This lTIodified model is still Ricardian, because it relies on
an inverse relation bet"W"een rents and profits, but it departs from Ricardo's
original class setting by translating the contest bet"W"een landlords and
capitalists into a more modern one bet"W"een -w-orkers and capitalists.
We think this analysis is very much in the spirit of Ricardo's original view,
and thus is an opportunity to, as it -w-ere, let Ricardo speak about those
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features of tnodern economies that closely resetnble features of the economy that he hitnself examined. In this -w-ay -w-e of course hope to sho-w- the
continuing relevance of Ricardo's thinking to modern concerns. But a
further goal of the paper is to apply a fonn of counterfactual analysis to the
history of economic thought to elicit bedrock themes in an historical figure's
thought. That is, by applying Ricardo's rent theory to different qualities of
workers rather than different qualities of land, -w-e shoW" -w-hat features of
Ricardo's thinking are essential to his reasoning about gro-w-th and distribution in contests betW"een capitalists and resource o-w-ners, W"hatever the nature
of the resources under the latter's controL This form of counterfactual
reasoning contrasts -w-ith traditional comparative static analysis, in that rather
than vary a system parameter, W"e vary the context in -w-hich the system
operates. We believe this method of investigation valuable for history of
econOnllC thought analysis, and one -w-hich acts to remove dividing lines
between the history of economic thought and economic analysis per se.
The paper, then, develops a simple Ricardian model in -w-hich the differential productivity of labor arises due to differences in the quality of -w-orkers,
and in W"hich inframarginal -w-orkers appropriate the Ricardian extensive rent.
It is our belief that this model is relevant for advanced capitalist economies
in which the agricultural sector plays a relatively small role in economic
activity, in -...vhich land rent is a small fraction of total income, and in -...vhich
there are significant differences betW"een -w-orkers of different types. We also
depart from another major assumption of the original Ricardian model
which does not appear appropriate to modern conditions; that is, the
Malthusian relation betW"een population (and labor supply) gro-...vth and the
wage rate, in an effort to further adapt Ricardo's thinking to the contemporary world. In our analysis, inframarginal -w-orkers earn rents in addition to
wages, but this makes them no more likely to reproduce their ranks than
marginal, no-rent -...vorkers.
One W"ay of understanding our analysis is in terms of the difference
between fortnal and informal sectors in developed market economies. In the
formal sector -w-orkers are supported by a -w-age fund detertnined by the past
accumulation of capitalists. Workers in the infortnal sector, on the other
hand, depend upon a variety of subsistence activities that in many instances
make use of markets, though no accumulated -w-age fund is involved. We
think this W"ayof approaching Ricardo does more justice to his thinking than
crude Malthusian interpretations of W"orker subsistence that seem to suggest
that workers are al-w-ays on the edge of survivaL On our understanding,
workers ITlay be dra-w-n from the infortnal sector into the formal sector -w-hen
capital accutnulates faster than population gro-w-th. In addition, this approach
suggests that -w-orkers in the informal sector have only fe-w-er skills than do
workers in the formal sector, so that the dividing line betW"een the formal and
inforITlal sectors only picks out one point on a skill-productivity continuum.
Heterogeneous labor models already exist in both the neoclassical and
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neo-Marxist literatures. Neoclassical theorists have developed adverse selection rnodels in connection with efficiency wage and dual labor rnarket theories to show how sorne ~workers are paid above cornpetitive wages because of
qualities as workers that rnake them more valuable to firIns (Bulow and
Surnmers 1986; Weiss 1991). Neo-Marxist models date back to debates in the
1970s over the labor theory of value, and whether Marx's theory of exploitation can be developed to explain unequal rates of exploitation across different class fractions (1'dorishima 1978; Bowles and Gintis 1978). The Ricardian
model developed here, however, rnakes a contribution distinct from both of
these approaches in its focus on growth and distribution. We think that the
irnportance of these issues justifies both the re-exarnination of Ricardo's
original argument along the lines suggested by the added machinery chapter,
and the application of the rnodel to conternporary policy concerns.
The model is presented in the next section, and then elaborated in two
versions: first, for a world with unemployment, and second, for a world with
full ernployrnent. In the subsequent section we consider irnportant policy
implications for both versions of the model by looking at the effects of two
possible developments that might be the outcome of social policy: first,
changes in the inequality arnongst workers that may arise from policies that
influence worker endowments in hUlllan capital, our proxy for quality;
second, changes in the rate of population growth that may arise frolTl
policies that influence migration or natural population growth. The paper is
thus Ricardian in not only using Ricardian assurnptions to rnodel the
economy, but also in succurnbing to the Ricardian vice of drawing policy
conclusions frorn simple analytical constructions. The concluding section
cornments on the extension of Ricardo's growth and distribution thinking to
the modern world.
A

SIMPLE MODEL

Consider a closed econorny which produces one good with only one factor
of production, labor. Labor is heterogeneous in the sense that different types
or qualities of labor have different levels of productivity. This heterogeneity
rnay be thought to arise because of differences in the endowments of sornething we call, for lack of a better expression, human capital. We suppose that,
upon entering the labor force, workers' endowrnents are essentially fixed.
Differences in worker endowments we attribute to differences in families'
abilities to support education and training. Such differences may range frolTl
differences in acquired skill and ability to differences in such things as
tendencies toward absenteeism and job cornmitrnent. Whatever these
qualities rnay be, moreover, the distribution of qualities of labor is taken to
proxy the distribution of wealth across families.
For sirnplicity, we assurne that y(n) , the productivity of the nth worker, is
given by the sirnple linear function
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where U j are positive constants. We assume that ~orkers can be ranked from
most productive to least productive according to their respective endo~
ments of human capital in descending order, as tollo~s:
(4.2)
where the 13, are positive constants and n is the ~orker index. Linearity in the
ranking of skill levels is a simplification ~hich can be eased ~thout significant changes in the analysis. Using equations (4.1) and (4.2), the marginal
product function for this econorny is thus seen to be given by

yen) = (uo + u 1 J3o) - u 1J31 n
This is
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(4.3)
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For any given level ot ernployrnent, N, the Ricardian (extensive) rent
accruing to ~orker n is given by

r(n)

= yen)

(4.4)

- yeN)
~orker

The wage received by

wen) = r(n) +

n is given by

(4.5)

Wm

where Wm is the ~age received by the marginal
received by all ~orkers is given by

WeN)

= Jt;' wen)

~orker,

N. The total ~age

(4.6)
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which, using equations (4.3) through (4.5) is given by
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Total profit -w-hen N-w-orkers are employed is given by

peN) = jt;"y(n) dn -

weN) = [aD + u 1J3o - a 1J3 1N - wn,]N

(4.8)

In Figure 4.1, the total -w-age bill is given by the sum of areas A and C, and
total profit is given by area B.
Workers consume all of their income, -w-hile capitalists -w-ho receive profits
save a fraction, s, of their profits. All saving is automatically invested in this
Ricardian Say's La-w- -w-orld.
At a point in time - -w-hich -w-e call the short period - -w-e take the -w-ages
fund, W, to be given as a result of past accumulation. The -w-ages fund
approach can be interpreted to be a simple characterization of credit constraints in modern economies. In the long period the change in the -w-ages
fund is determined by the level of investment in the economy, so that

dW
-=sP(N)
dt

(4.9)

We no-w- consider t"W"o versions of the model. In one, -w-e assume that the
-w-age of the marginal -w-orker, ~'" is given,z and the level of employment, N,
is determined to use up the entire -w-ages fund. We assume that the supply of
labor is al-w-ays greater than N, and call this the model -w-ith unemployment.
In the other version, the level of employment, N, is given at a point in time,
and the -w-age schedule varies to clear the market for labor, given the -w-ages
fund. We call this the full-employment modeL
In the unemployment model -w-e use equation (4.7),"W"ith fixed values of W
and W m , to determine the short-period equilibrium value of N, given by

...J(w;/I + a 1 131 W) - Wm
N=""':""'O---"-'------':..:......:-"--..:.::

(4.10)

a 1 J31

If -w-e substitute this value of N into equations (4.8) and (4.9) -w-e obtain an
equation of motion for W -w-hich states that dW/ dt depends only on Wand
the parameters of the modeL This equation traces the evolution of Wover
time and sho-w-s that the economy attains a stationary state (or long-period
equilibrium) at -w-hich dW/ dt = 0, -w-hich implies, from equations (4.8) and
(4.9) that the stationary-state value of Nis given by
au

+

u J3o -

1
N=--=----=-:......::...--=
ad3 j

Wm

(4.11)

This value is sho-w-n in Figure 4.2 by the level of n at -w-hich the w'" line
intersects the marginal product schedule, denoted by N.r. 3
The stability of this stationary-state equilibrium is ensured by the fact that
at equilibrium, d(dW/dt)/dW= s(dP/dN)(dN/dU7) < 0, dN/dW> 0 from
equation (4.10), and dP/dN< 0 at equilibrium. At long-run equilibrium
profits are squeezed to zero, and accumulation comes to a halt.
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In the full-elTlployment tTIodel, in the short period w'" is determined from
equation (4.7), given values of Wand N. The equilibrium value of w'" is given
by

:s
WH/

W
= N

1

-"2

(4.12)

U l i32N

Substituting this into the expression for profits, given by equation (4.8), we
obtain
I)

r

:1
:1

(4.13)
which we assume to be positive for the initial level of W. We assutTIe that the
supply of labor, given by N, does not change over time. The wages fund
changes over time in the manner shown by the equation of motion for W
given by substituting equation (4.13) into equation (4.9). Since Nis constant,
W rises over till1.e till peN) becomes zero, which occurs when
Wm

=

U

o + u 1 i3o -

U l

i3 I N

(4.14)

which is the stationary-state wage of the marginal worker.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
t

This section examines important policy ill1.plications for both versions of the
model advanced in the previous section in regard to developll1.ents that
might be the outcOll1.e of social decisions that affect worker inequality and
levels of migration.
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Effects of a change in inequality amongst 'workers
Inequality amongst -workers is due to differences in their endo-wments of
human capital, -which in turn -we have taken to be due to differences in family
-wealth and ability to support education and training. We can accordingly
examine changes in -worker inequality by allo-wing for changes in the distribution of endo-wments among -workers that are the product of policies that
differentially affect families' -wealth levels and ability to educate and train
children. For example, changes in tax la-ws and government-supported college loan programs may directly affect the distribution of endo-wments
among -workers. But more generally, policies that affect incomes may also
affect the resources that families are able to commit to training and
education.
We model changes in inequality atnongst -workers by changing the slope
and intercept of the v(n) curve. To keep total endo-wments constant -when -we
change only the degree of inequality -we tnust rotate the curve in a manner
-which satisfies some conservation principle. A natural -way to parameterize
the degree of equality "With N, -workers is -with the parameter 9 in the
equation

v(n) =

(130 - 9) - (131 - 2

~)

Nl

(4.15)

n

-where increases in 9 denote increases in equality. This keeps constant the
total endo-wment of human capital for the N J -workers.
The effect of such a change in the v(n) function is to change the marginal
product curve given by](n). For the full-employment model the effect is
straightfor-ward. As sho-wn in Figure 4.3, the marginal product curve rotates

yCn)

t

t

1:

n

N
Figure 4.3
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downward, keeping the area under it constant for Nw-orkers. Total product
remains unchanged w-hile the distribution of wages adjusts tow-ards greater
equality, mirroring the change in the distribution of endow-ments.
The effect in the model w-ith unemployment is more interesting. Here,
since the level of employment can and does change, it is necessary to decide
on the appropriate number of w-orkers for w-hich the total endowment is to
be held constant. In this case it is appropriate to hold total endow-ments
constant for the total number of workers w-ho w-ill be employed in at least
one of the two periods, before and after the change in distribution (in longperiod equilibrium).
The first point to note here is that any change in the v(n) curve w-hich
increases the endow-ment of human capital of the marginal w-orker w-ill
change they(n) curve in such a way that it will intersect the Wm line at a higher
N This implies that the level of employment w-ith a greater degree of
equality will be higher, at N2 in Figure 4.4, than at N 1 , the initial equilibrium.
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This also implies that they(n) curve should be rotated so that the area under
the two marginal curves between 0 and N2 must be the same, to keep the
total endo'-VtTIents of N2 w-orkers constant.
The short-period impact of a rise in equality measured by a rise in
will
be a rise in the level of employment. This occurs because the w-ages fund
required to hire N1 w-orkers w-ith the new yen) line is less than w-ith the old,
since the area under the new- curve up to N1 is smaller than under the original
curve (this is because the areas under the curves are the same if one goes to

e
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the level M, as pointed out in the previous paragraph), and also since there
"Will be a profit cornponent under the ne"W curve, "Which "Was not the case -with
the old curve (because "We "Were initially at a stationary state -with zero profits).
Since profits emerge, capitalists -will accumulate and employment -will
increase over tirne till the ne"W stationary state is attained at N 2 •
Cornpared to the initial stationary state there "Will not only be a rise in
employrnent and thus a fall in unernployrnent, but also a rise in total output.
This can be seen frorn the fact that the area under the original curve bet-ween
o and Nl is less than the area under the original curve bet-ween 0 and N2
"Which is equal to the area under the ne"W curve bet-ween 0 and N 2 • The reason
for the increase in output is that "Workers "Who "Were previously unemployable
because of their 10"W endo-wrnents of hurnan capital, given the institutionally
given minimum "Wage W"" are no"W employable because of their higher productivity and contribution to the increase in total output. Distribution and the
total level of activity are thus positively related.

Effects of" population grovvth
The effects of population gro"Wth can also be examined in the rnodel. We
think of population gro"Wth as being due to either migration policy or policies airned at altering natural population gro"Wth. The forrner case can have
both short-run and long-run impacts; in the latter case "We consider long-run
irnpacts, and assurne that ne"W people becorne ne"W "Workers. The analysis of
population gro"Wth in our frame"Work requires us to consider not only the
gro"Wth of total population, but also possible changes in the structure of the
population in terms of endo"Wments. A neutral assurnption "Would be a proportional increase in the nurnber of "Workers of each type. Thus if we
imagine that initially there "Were k "Workers of each type, and ailo"W the nUlTlber of each type of "Worker to increase by the sarne arnount, the v(n) curve
would become flatter, rotated around the vertical intercept. This can be
formalized in terms of a fall in the coefficient ~l; the total nurnber of
workers in the econorny"Would rise by the same rate at "Which ~1 falls.
In the case with full employment, total employrnent and total output
increases "With the rise in population at the stationary state. Since output is
constrained by the labor supply, it should not be surprising that an increase in
labor supply also increases output.
In the case "With unemployment, a rise in population increases output and
ernployment in the short period as well as in the long period, as sho"Wn in
Figure 4.5. Because of the shift in the v(n) curve, the yen) curve shifts in a
similar manner. The initial "Wage fund, ABNl 0, is bigger than the "Wage fund
required to hire Nl "Workers after the shift, given by ADE + w",BN10 (since
ADE < ABw",). Thus in the short period more "Workers than N, can be hired
with the initial wage fund (although this must be less than N2 since
ABN10 < AF'N2 0). Since positive profits emerge in the short period, capital
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in the forlTl of the w-ages fund -will be acculTlulated in the long period, so that
employment W"ill increase to N z in the new- stationary state. The original
workers, w-ho experience a decline in their w-age in the transition phase (and
in some cases a loss of jobs), receive the same w-ages as they did earlier at the
new stationary state. Thus even in a model in w-hich labor is not constrained
by labor supply (since there is unemployed labor), an increase in population
will increase total output. This result does not depend on our assumption
that the supply of each kind of labor increases equiproportionately; all w-e
require is that the supply of labor of the types w-hich w-ere previously
employed increase.

CONCLUSION
Our silTlple Ricardian model w-hich interchanges the roles of land and labor
in the original Ricardian lTlodel provides a potentially useful w-ay of modeling
an econolTly w-ith labor heterogeneity. Although w-e have considered a very
simple version of the model -with only one factor of production, and examined only a few- of its implications, w-e find that the model does produce
some interesting results regarding the relationship betW"een output and distribution and regarding the effects of changes in inequality and population
growth in economies w-ith unemployment and institutionally determined
minimulTl w-ages. Specifically, policies that reduce the inequality amongst
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·workers, such as might corne about from tax la"\V changes or increased
support for college loan programs, and policies that affect labor supply,
either naturally or through migration, both increase employment and output.
In the case of policies affecting labor supply, this is true in both the short run
and the long run, though "\Vages and perhaps employment for alreadyemployed "\Vorkers may fall in the transition period before returning to their
original level in the ne"\V stationary state.
Of course, in the first t"\Vo editions of his Principles Ricardo "\Vas not
directly concerned "\Vith employment and unemployment, and his attention
to the subject in the chapter on machinery introduction in his third and last
edition "\Vas limited. Yet in addition to his "\Vell-kno"\Vn advocacy of corn la"\V
repeal, he "\Vas also an active defender of parliamentary reform and the
secret ballot, and, according to recent commentators, made a «quite sophisticated argument for democratic citizenship as a prerequisite for economic
progress" (Milgate and Stimson 1991, 18). This suggests that he took seriously policies that might enhance employment and the conditions of
"\Vorkers, and lends support for the heterogeneous labor modification and
extension of his model of gro"\Vth and distribution developed here. We
believe that this development of the model helps to open contemporary
Ricardian approaches to important social policy issues, and demonstrates
ho"\V Ricardo's ideas continue to be relevant "\Vhen introduced into new
contexts.

NOTES
1 The authors are grateful to Allin Cottrell and Spencer Pack for comments on an
earlier version of this paper.
2 This model is more Ricardian (see Pasinetti 1960) in nature than the subsequent one.
Some Ricardian models, hoW"ever, take the level of employment to be given at a
point in time, and alloW" the short-period W"age to be determined (at a level different
from the subsistence one) by supply and demand (see Casarosa 1978, and Hicks and
Hollander 1977). Malthusian population dynamics then take over in the long run,
ensuring that the W"age rate is at the subsistence level in the long run. Since in our
frameW"ork W"e are assuming aW"ay Malthusian dynamics, W"e folloW" the fixed-W"age
approach. The alternative model alloW"s the W"age to be determined by supply and
demand.
3 We assume that the supply of labor is large enough so that full employment is not
reached at a level beloW" this amount; alternatively, W"e assume that labor supply rises
endogenously through some unspecified mechanism.
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